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Summary 

Ever wonder why family dinners can turn into food fights? Why your millennial nephew sounds like a 

Marxist commie while your racist Uncle sounds like he needs a time machine? 

Neither your nephew nor your Uncle are crazy, they’re both products of their environment, and in this 

book we learn how their environments are of different power dynamics. Your nephew lives in the land 

of New Power, one influenced by a world of abundance in which survival instincts are obsolete, anything 

& everything comes at the touch of a button, and for really cheap, while social lives know no limit as 

long as you can plug into wifi. On the contrary, your Uncle lives in a time of Old Power, one driven by 

scarcity, one driven by experts with absolute power as no one can see nor really understand how good 

they are, one driven by proximity and one’s ability to safeguard their zero sum piece of the pie.   

 

My Takeaways 

The implications of Old Power vs. New Power permeate into every facet of society. Governments, 

product, social movements, they all are influenced by the power vacuum they serve in. This book does a 

phenomenal job at sparking this understanding and building the lens to which one can analyze and 

influence power.  

I honestly never thought I’d look at power in a positive light, but a prerequisite to creating massive 

change is understanding the forces beneath this change – that is the power dynamics you leverage to 

create this change.  
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Key Insights 

 

Lesson 1: The power transformation 

Power: “ability to produce intended effects” – philosopher Bertrand Russell 

Old Power: A world of scarcity, best organized through hierarchy & through command, with advantages 

in guarding it and keeping it withheld from others. Think of a “moat”, and the exclusive country club.  

- In terms of knowledge, this power uses titles & exclusivity to keep it’s place of prominence in 

society. The example used was a doctor firing a patient when that patient found a cure on a 

crowdsourced website that the doctor wasn’t aware of.  

 - Engage vs. command 

- Cooperate vs. compete 

 - Makers vs. Experts 

 

New Power: Abundance, distributed, shared, sideways, and produced through empowering others to 

join & create.  

 - Engage vs. command  

 - Cooperate vs. compete 

 - Makers vs. Experts 

“Being an expert does not mean that you are someone with a vested interest in something; it means you 

spend your life studying something.” 

Old vs. New Power Values  
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Old vs. New Power Compass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 2: How things spread 

Things spread sideways through small groups of friends.  

The example used was the FB experiment, where voter turnout increased when they saw friends “I 

voted” filter on their feed.  

The recipe for this sideways spreading is ACE. 

A: Actionable  clear call to action 

 - Making it as simple as possible to take action. Examples used showed websites that all people 

had to do was push a button to call their local rep.  

C: Connected  peer connection with groups that you share values with 

E: Extensible  ability to be remixed, customized, shaped by participant 

 - Means having a meme that is incomplete/imperfect, where the user has room to explore   
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The process is: 

1: Pick your connectors 

2: Power brand  align w/ ACE 

3: Lower barriers to entry, ideally making it frictionless. GetUp tool.  

 - Software decouples costs of engagement  

4: Move people up participation scale  

  

5: Harness the three storms 

 - Change isn’t gradual, it goes in ebbs/flows. These ebbs/flows are storms, specifically: 

 - Storm creating  the “iconic impact story”  24/hr live stream of the would be demolished 

school 

 - Storm chasing  harnessing the power of storm 

 - Storm embracing  uniting/tying it all together 

 

Lesson 3: What makes Power Communities 

**Extremely important with platforms  this is the power dynamics behind the economics of platforms  

Related: Modern Monopolies, science of platforms  

 

 

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56b8be1227d4bda9ae42b4ca/t/5b12020e88251bbe03674e05/1527906832964/Alex+Mozad+%26+Nicholas+L.+Johnson%2C+Modern+Monopolies+Executive+Summary.pdf
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Goal: Balance these power dynamics  

Example: Reddit, and ignoring their super-participants vs. Lego who embraced and they ended up saving 

the company 

How? 

Aligning three groups into one transparent, symbiotic group 

Offering frictionless tools to enhance ^ 

Platform culture: The shared values within this group 

Feedback Loop: At the heart of every great platform  

 

Lesson 4: Altruism  

Economics & altruism are merging. This means rather than traditional economic tools, one must 

attached purpose & participation premium at heart of go to market strategy.  

 


